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INTRODUCTION

The liquid-gas phase transition, when viewed in the pressure-
temperature plane, consists of a line of first-order transitions
which end in a critical point, beyond which a continuous transition
between the two phases is possible; Such a phase diagram is not
possible for all types of transitions, however, as was indicated
by Landau.1 In particular, if the two phases differ from one an-
other by symmetry, as in the paramagnetic-ferromagnetic transition
in the absence of an external field, or in most structural phase
changes, it is always possible in principle to say in which of the
two phases the system is. A line of first-order transitions could
not, for these systems, end in & critical point, but it is possible
for the line to change into a line of second-order. The critical
phenomena at the point where the changeover from first- to second-
order occurs are quantitatively different from those at an ordinary
critical point or second-order transition. Theoretical examples of
such changeovers were found in a number of models of magnetic ays-_
terns, and some of the properties of these points were worked out.2'4

In addition, experimental examples of this changeover, such as the
behavior of the Ising antiferromagnet Dysprosium Aluminum Garnet in
an external magnetic field5 and phase separation in mixtures'6 of
He3 and He** were found.
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A new period of activity, both experimental and theoretical,
in the s*.udy of critical phenomena in the vicinity of this "change-
over" point, and, indeed, a new name for this point, began with the
observation by Griffiths* that, when viewed in a space of suitable
thermodynamic variables, this point was the intersection of three
lines of critical points. Accordingly, Griffiths proposed the name
"trlcritical" point, a name which was rapidly adopted. Since his
paper there have been many studies of the properties of the tricrit-
leal point. The purpose of this lecture is to provide an introduc-
tory view of tricritical phenomena and an indication of some of the
theoretical and experimental work in progress.

II. QUALITATIVE DISCUSSION OF A MODEL

To illustrate the concepts Involved in the description of the
tricritical point we will give a qualitative treatment of a model
which displays a tricritical point. We consider a lattice with
spin-one ions at each site. These ions Interact with a nearest-
neighbor Ising-type interaction. In addition we allow a crystal-
field interaction and an interaction with an external magnetic
field. The full Hamiltonlan is

% - -J 1 S4S, + AES2 - HES. (1)
<lj> 3 1 1

Here S, • ±1 or 0. The tern proportional to A gives single spin
energy levels, for A >0, with an S. • 0 singlet level lowest and
S. • ±1 degenerate and at an energy A above the singlet. Systems
of this type have been studied, with application to magnetism in
aind, in the molecular field approximation,3''* and, more recently,
by the techniques of series expansion analysis8'9 and Monte Carlo
calculation,113 The main conclusion of all of theee analyses has
been that the paramagnetic-ferromagnetic phase transition Is, for
small enough A, a second-order transition. As A Is Increased a
critical value A is found at which the transition becomes first-
order. As A is increased still further, the discontinuity it* the
order parameter at the transition increases and the transition
temperature decreases. Finally, A becomes sufficiently large so
that the S. - 0 level lies sufficiently low that the exchange In-
teraction, which acts only on the S. • ±1 levels, is Ineffective,
and the system does not order. There are of course quantitative
differences between the mean field results and the Monte Carlo
and series expansion calculations, but on the whole the latter
have shown that the mean-field results are qualitativaly correct,
and we will therefore rely on the latter for the qualitative dis-
cussion here.

The results of the mean-field calculation of the phase-diagram
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In the T-A plane for external magnetic field H • 0 ara ahovn in
figure 1.

Figure 1. Phase diagram in the T-A plane for the mean field solu-
tion of Eq. (1). The solid linen represent second-order
transitions; dashed lines represent those of first-order.
The trlcritlcal point Is denoted by A (from Ref. 11).

Here the solid line represents the s eond-oirder transition between
the ferromagnetic and paramagnetic î-ases (brlov and above the line,
respectively). At the point A, the erlcritical point, the tritiei-
tion changes from second- to firat-trdtr, and for &frm 0.3, the
transition disappears altogether, aid the system, is •non-magnetic
even at T • 0. To understand the nj;!.ure of the trlcritical poinw
•ore completely we must consider tht effects of an external field
on the system. Before doing this, it few points about the Hamilton-
ian should be noted. There are two arder parameters which are
represented by terms in the Hamiltoniaa to be considered In this
problem. These are,* first, the ordinary magnetic order M • <S,>.
The vanishing or nonvanishlng of M, in the absence of an external
field H, characterises the system as paramagnetic or ferromagnetic,
and the transition lines in figure 1 represent the points at which
M changes from zero to a non-cero value. The change Is continuous
at the solid second-order line, and discontinues at the dashed.first-
order line. Two tenee in the Hamlltonlan (1) affect thle order
parameter directly. Theae are of course the exchange Interaction



-J £ 5.S., which is responsible for the occurrence of the phis*
j

transitions, and tha axtarnal flaid tara -HIS.. The prasanca of
I 1

an axtarnal field will produce, through this tens, a non-tero valua
of M at any temperature. If only these terms were present wa would
have an ordinary I sing model* and tha complexities of tha first-
order transition would not be present. For this spin-one system,
however, we must consider tha additional ordar parameter Q - <S*>.
(Sometimes tha parameter is written MB <S.Z> - 2/3. Tha 2/3 la1

aubtraeted so that tha traca of the operator is xaro; this makes
lta high temperature average equal to zero.) Q (for "quedrupolar"
order) is affactad directly by tha A t a n in tha Hamiltonian; in-
deed A plays tha role of an external field to Q In tha same way
that H does wit'.i H. Tha main point to notice about .the ordar
parameters Is that they are not completely Independent of one an-
other. It is not possible, for example, to have a atate of the
ayatem in which H • 1 and Q * 0, tinea M • 1 requires that all '.he
spins have S, * +1 which in turn produces Q « l , The ordar paraa-
etcra can thus be called kinematicallv coupled in that* even in
the absence of any interaction, there are constraints on tha values
which can be taken on by tha two together. This klnematical
coupling produces an Indirect affect by tha t a n ACS.2 on tha

1 *
ordar parameter M. In fact, the presence of tens in the iftmllton-
lan which affect two klnematically coupled order parameters pro-
duces a competition between them which la ultimately responsible
for tha appearance of tricrltical points, triple points, first-
order transitions, ate* We can under*tend, on thle basis, tha
change in the ground state from ferromagnetic to non-magnetic
(for H • 0) with Increasing *. The exchange tan in (1) gives a
lower energy for M » 1, while tha crystal field tan favors Q • 0.
These two values are Incompatible,*however. Tha increase in A ul-
timately makes it nore favorable energetically to have Q • 0
(which requires M - 0) than H - 1.

III. EFFECT OF A MAGNETIC HELD

To see tha full reasoning behind tha name "trlcritlcal" point
wa consider tha affect of the magnetic field in (1) on tha phase
diagram in figure 1. Following Griffiths, we draw tha phaae dia-
gram in a T-A-H apace by adding an H-axis normal to tha T and A
axaa In figure 1. The ?eaulting phaae diagram is shown in figure
2, and In the remainder of this section wa give a qualitative dis-
cussion of tha new featur * produced by the external magnetic field.
At T - 0 it la clear that the external field Is in competition with
tha field A. For H - 0 there is, as we have seen, a point, with
increasing A, at which tha ground state changes fro* M - 1, Q • f
to M - 0, Q - &



Figure 2. Phaae dlagraa px T-A-K apace, showing the trlcrltlcaSL
point as the intersection of three llnee of critical
polnta.

The preaence of an external field favors the M • 1 ground atate so
that* for non-tero H, this state will persist for higher valusa of
A. This effect leads to the presence of the winga In figure t.
There are three aurfacea la T-A-M space. The upper edgea of each
of these surfaces is a line of critical polnta, and these tHree
lines aeet at the tricrltlcal point A, suggesting its naae.

The aaaning of the surfaces can be seen by plotting the jrder
parameter M as a function of II for different paths which cross
these aurfaces. Whenever the path crosses eee of the surfaces,
there is a discontinuity in the order parameter, and when the path
goea through one of the linea of critical pointa the order paras-
eter haa an infinite elope.

In figure 3 we show M versus H for the paths aa, bb, cc» dd
in figure 2. For large ^oaitive values of H the aagnetisatlon



Figure 3. M versus if for the paths aa» bb, cc, dd of figure 2.

la saturated. At T • 0 (path aa) the magnetisation remains satu-
rated! but JiMBpe dlscontiauously In direction when the sign of the
field changes trim positive to negative"• At higher temperatures,
the asgnetlsation decreases with decreeslng H before undergoing a
discontinuous jump. At the Curie temperature (path cc) the slope
of M versus ft Is Infinite at sero field. Finally,
(path dd) M varies saoothly through M • 0.

for T > !„

The meaning of the wings becomes clear If we proceed similarly.
In figure 4 we show M versus H for the four paths s V , b'*»', e'e',
d*d' In figure 2. For T • 0 and It • 0, the ground state of the
aystem Is non—magnetic, with M « 0 and Q • 0. Hence the IMI curves
vary saoothly through H « 0« Here too, for very large H, the mag-
netisation la saturated, and the discontinuities take place along
the wings, the critical temperature produces an M-fl curve aa In
path e'e', with infinite slope occurring. The wings are symmetric
In positive end negative H» aa shown.

IV. DISCUSSION

The picture given above le applicable to aeny ayateae besides
the theoretical model considered. That model was applied to the



Plgura 4. M varsua H for tha paths **m\ b'b1, c'c1, d'd' in
figura 2.

daicrlption of trlcritlcal phanoMna in aixtures of Ht3 and H a V 1 1

Tha quaaclcy a la ehaa to ba JnCarpratad u tha dlffaranca of tha
Ma' and Ha1* chtalcal potantltls* vhllt tha ordar paraaatar Q 1«
1 - x, vhtrc x la tha concentration of Fa3. Tha ordar paraaatar
M la tha condanaata vava function <•>, and H la a physically non-
accaaalbla fiald n whl-h, if appllad Co tha ayataa, would product
auptrfluidity. Similar phtnoatna can ba found in antifarroaagnatat
whtrt A •*• H» Q •> M, M HB, and H H. Kara H and M ara tha «x-
carnal fitld and aagnetlzation, whllt Mf and Hg ara tha staggarad
aagnatifation and staggarad fiald, raapactivaly. Tricrltlcal
phanoatna also occur in structural phaaa tranaltiona, and a full
dascrlptlon of axparlaanta on XHi«Cl is givtn in tha naxt papar.12

Thaoratical davalopaanta hava followad tha path of tha thaorlaa
of ordinary critical points. Landau and aaan fiald thaoritsvtrt
of coursa the firat to bt Vrorfcad out," and thay showad tha changa
in critical indicts at tha tricrltlcal point. Scaling thaorlaa
hava baan also propostd13"15 and tht usual sealing laws ara ax-
pftctad to hold at tha tricrltlcal point, with allowance for tha
changad Indicts. Tha lndlcta ara found to bat



Mean Field Tgicritical (Mean Field) 3d Islng
a 0 1/2 "1/311

0 1/2 1/4 "5/16"
r 1 1 5/*
5 3 S 5

Energy scaling, which predicts a + 20 + y • 2, holds for all three
•xaaplsft. Perhaps the most Important development In the recent
activity In critical phenomena has been the application of Wilton's
renoraallzatlon group approach16 to the tricrltical point by
Medal and Wegner,17 They show that the Man field indices should
be correct. with logarithmic corrections* for tricrltical points
in three dimensions. Experimental tests of this result are dearly
desirable.
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